### INITIAL CASES OPENED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Number</th>
<th>Case Subject</th>
<th>Requester</th>
<th>Open Initial Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF-2022-00133</td>
<td>REQUESTING INFORMATION AND RECORDS ON &quot;THE WOUNDED WARRIORS PROJECT&quot; AND THOMAS GROEBER</td>
<td>GROEBER, YIJING</td>
<td>02/02/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-2022-00135</td>
<td>REQUEST 1. A COPY OF ALL CORRESPONDENCE (EMAILS, LETTERS, PROPOSALS, RELATED DOCUMENTS, AND ATTACHMENTS) RELATING TO ENVEIL, INC. THIS SHOULD INCLUDE ALL CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN NCSC AND REPRESENTATIVES OF ENVEIL, INC. DATE RANGE: FROM 7/1/2020 THROUGH 12/31/2021. A. REPRESENTATIVES OF ENVEIL, INC. MAY INCLUDE: ELLISON ANNE WILLIAMS, RYAN CARR, CRAIG TRAUTMAN, LISA BADER, PATRICK CHARPING, JULIE PAINTER, JACOB WILDER, DAMON MAUCERI, WALTER RAY-DULANY, CAMEO FOLZ, ROY GINGHER, BRANDON SELLERS, PHIL PURDY, STEPHEN CAMERON, JAMES HOTALING, JEREMY MARTIN, BERKLEY ALMEIDA, ANDREW TRACY, OLIVER WHITE, ZACHARY SUTTON, CHRIS JONES, RICHARD BLOOMFIELD, MIKE WALCH, ADAM ALLARD, TIMOTHY PFEIFER, NIGEL SMART, BUDDY BLAIR, SCOTT OSTROWSKI, JENNIFER PHILLIPS, MARY PAIGE FOTOPoulos, ROBERT HOLDER, BEAU BLOOMFIELD, DAVID EDWARDS, KIMBERLY HERTER, BRYAN JOHNSON, CLAIRE TOMETSH, LAUREN PROCZ, RYAN DIORIO, LESLIE IRELAND, AND BRANDON SELLERS</td>
<td>MCCALL, JOANNA</td>
<td>02/02/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-2022-00136</td>
<td>REQUEST EMAILS SENT (NOT RECEIVED) BY GENERAL COUNSEL CHRISTOPHER FONZONE FROM JANUARY 26, 2022 THROUGH</td>
<td>BLUTSTEIN, ALLAN</td>
<td>02/03/2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNCLASSIFIED**

DNI Production Workload Statistics Report With Case Listing

**UNCLASSIFIED**

Reporting Period: 2/1/2022 to 3/1/2022
REQUEST COPY OF "BEST PRACTICES GUIDELINES FOR ARCHITECTURAL RADIO FREQUENCY SHIELDING" IAW "TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT OF SENSITIVE COMPARTMENTED INFORMATION FACILITIES," CHAPTER 3, PARAGRAPH 4(B).  

REQUEST A COPY OF THE UHI ASSESSMENT IN ITS ENTIRETY.  

REQUEST FOR RECORDS CONCERNING "SPYWARE," A FORM OF DIGITAL SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGY, DEVELOPED OR PROVIDED BY NSO GROUP.  

REQUEST A COPY OF MY MSSI THESIS WRITTEN IN 1985 AS PART OF THE DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE COLLEGE POST GRADUATE INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM ENTITLED "THE SOVIET INTELLIGENCE PRESENCE ABROAD: A FOREIGN POLICY INSTRUMENT AND ACTIVE MEASURES CAPABILITY."  


REQUEST COPY OF "BEST PRACTICES GUIDELINES FOR ARCHITECTURAL RADIO FREQUENCY SHIELDING" IAW "TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT OF SENSITIVE COMPARTMENTED INFORMATION FACILITIES," CHAPTER 3, PARAGRAPH 4(B).  

REQUEST COPY OF THE UHI ASSESSMENT IN ITS ENTIRETY.  

REQUEST FOR RECORDS CONCERNING "SPYWARE," A FORM OF DIGITAL SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGY, DEVELOPED OR PROVIDED BY NSO GROUP.  


DF-2022-00155

YAKUBIK, DAVID 02/22/2022

DF-2022-00156

BURR, WILLIAM 02/24/2022

DF-2022-00157
REQUEST 1. POLICIES OF YOUR AGENCY ON THE RETENTION AND MANAGEMENT OF INSTANT MESSAGES. 2. POLICIES OF YOUR AGENCY ON THE USE OF INSTANT MESSAGING. 3. IMPLEMENTATION OF YOUR AGENCY ON GUIDANCE GIVEN IN NARA BULLETIN 2015-02. 4. A LIST OF INSTANT MESSAGING APPLICATIONS INSTALLED ON AGENCY DEVICES. 5. SETTINGS FOR ARCHIVING, INDEXING, AND EDISCOVERY FEATURES ON INSTANT MESSAGING APPS ON YOUR AGENCY DEVICES. 6. ONE INSTANT MESSAGE (TO INCLUDE ALL METADATA ON THIS INSTANT MESSAGE) SENT OR RECEIVED BY AN INSTANT MESSAGING APP INSTALLED ON ONE OF YOUR AGENCY DEVICES SENT OR RECEIVED BETWEEN THE DATES OF JUNE 2021 AND DECEMBER 2021. I AM REQUESTING JUST ONE INSTANT MESSAGE OF YOUR CHOOSING AND IT'S METADATA.

BOLIN, STEPHEN 02/25/2022

DF-2022-00159
REQUEST TO THE OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSET CONTROL REGARDING ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD OF AND DOCUMENTS OR COMMUNICATIONS CONCERNING MR. ALESSANDRO BAZZONI (VENezUELa-EO 13850-20663)

HAYES, JACK 02/28/2022